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Blockchain has consolidated its status as one the most disruptive technologies of the 

last few years. Recent attacks on blockchain, are constantly being identified, highlighting 

the need to strengthen their security. For that reason, security of blockchain technology is 

now more than ever in the spotlight. The high economic impact on cryptocurrencies and 

the sensitive information proposed to be handled by their networks (i.e., implementation 

of notaries, electronic voting, …) make security an essential aspect. This paper aims to 

determine the main security problems which have been identified in blockchain by 

following a well-known methodology called “Systematic Mapping Studies”. Systematic 

Mapping Studies are designed to convey an outline of our analysis space through classi-

fication and investigating contributions regarding classes of that classification. This work 

aims to address the main security problems in blockchain technologies and analyze their 

solutions. Finally, a proposal was made to define a model of improvement in the security 

of blockchain. The purpose of this model is to allow a better understanding of the security 

concepts and the typical structure of this kind of environment.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

Over the last few years, blockchain has been consolidated as a technology that allows 

data and transactions to be to be securely stored and verified without the need for any 

centralized authority [1]. Blockchain is a decentralized ledger that keeps record transaction 

that takes place across a peer-to-peer network. This allows for data exchange to be made 

directly with third-parties involvement. Its main features, which have contributed to at-

tracting such interest, are the guaranteed integrity of its data and fault tolerance. This fault 

tolerance is achieved through the use of cryptographic puzzle technology to achieve con-

sensus and agreement on the transactions that are conducted [2].  

Blockchain has brought new concepts for the resolution issues in cloud information 

storage as the Internet of Things (IoT), and other areas, making blockchain a popular topic 

not only in the industry but also in the scientific community. Several reports also point to 

increased awareness of the use of blockchains in many applications and significant in-

vestment in the development of blockchain by various industries. The blockchain is ex-

pected to lead to considerable change in a wide range of systems and enterprises [3]. 

Distributed reliability and consequently, security and privacy are at the heart of the block-
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chain technologies and can make them successful or make them fail [4].   

Although blockchain technology is presented as a tamper-proof transaction ledger 

technology, the reality is that blockchain networks are not immune to cyber-attacks and 

fraud. Some attacks and security vulnerabilities were recently made public, and it is neces-

sary to keep in mind that smart contracts with security vulnerabilities can cause financial 

losses. As an example, thieves and scammers stole more than $356 million from exchanges 

and users in the first quarter of 2019 [5]. The popular Bitcoin wallet “Electrum” reported 

an attack on its servers in April 2019; the economic consequences of this attack are cal-

culated in millions of dollars [6]. Moreover, blockchain threat intelligence firm Ciphertrace 

[7] shows that $100 million has been subtracted from distributed networks in 2020 alone, 

reinforcing the importance of security features in any blockchain solution. 

Understanding the state-of-the-art of blockchain security is crucial to identify the 

main trends and gaps in this field and how it has been addressed in academia and industry. 

This study aims to gather the main vulnerabilities and threats in blockchain, making a 

proposal for improvement based on these to advance the field of security in this area. 

The remainder of his paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the concept 

of blockchain. Section 3 presents related work with this paper. Section 4 outlines the 

Systematic Mapping Study (SMS) carried out and describes the activities of the SMS 

process. Section 5 presents the main results obtained through this paper and a proposal. 

Additionally, an example of the application of the proposed security model is included in 

this section. The paper concludes with a discussion of the results and a security model 

proposal to increase the security of the blockchain as well as outlines future work. 

2. BLOCKCHAIN OVERVIEW 

Blockchain technology was introduced by Satoshi Nakamoto under the term Bitcoin 

[1]. Bitcoin is outlined as one of the applications of blockchain technology within the 

monetary field. The blockchain technology is nothing over a distributed ledger. It will 

method transactions between people and organizations while not the necessity for third-

party involvement [8]. Fig. 1 shows a blockchain Technology architecture. The main block- 

chain elements are [8]:  

 

 
Fig. 1. Main components of blockchain technology. 
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1. Ledger: As a distributed and consensually shared database, the copied record is the same 

because the collaboration with the network.  

2. Consensus Protocols: Every part of the network ought to verify each transaction. All the 

nodes within the network ought to agree on the transactions listed on the fresh deep-

mined block [3].  

3. Security: Digital signature and public-key cryptography techniques are used to validate 

network transactions. 

4. Privacy: all sorts of information are often kept within the blockchain. The privacy rules 

are applicable if sensitive data is processed.  

5. Smart contract: Agreements with a self-executing and self-performing facility. It can 

obtain data from external sources, to assess that data is not manipulated a cryptogram-

phical proof will be included.  

Blockchains are supposed to have inherited numerous security characteristics. The 

main characteristics associated with blockchains are [4]: Immutability, auditability, in-

tegrity, authorization, fault tolerance, transparency, availability, consistency, and privacy. 

The holistic blockchain approach includes the entities validation and agreement, tran-

sactions transparency, confidence in the proof and communication protocol, the protection 

of unauthorized persons, the compromised nodes, or the failure of the server. blockchain 

systems are mainly used to consider security in the following aspects [8]:  

• Ledger level security: Members only participate in blocks. Member-initiated operation 

need to be signed, and members must produce network transactions. 

• Network level security: Node relations among other nodes must be secure from network 

perspective. It should be tolerant to external and internal network attacks.  

• Transaction-level security: All transactions have to be encrypted with Public Key In-

frastructure (PKI). No one is allowed to change the transaction details and a multi-

signature function will be available for sensitive transactions in the blocking chain. 

• Associated surround system security: The related components of the surround system, 

such as fictitious databases, must be accessible to valid users. To accomplish this, auth-

entication and authorization mechanisms must be implemented.  

• Smart contract security: It can be pre-programmed with auto-execution capability. 

Smart contracts must follow the basic rules given by the network. It may need data from 

external sources that can be altered. For this reason, cryptographic proof is needed.  

Nodes usually compete to publish the next block at the same time with the aim of win 

cryptocurrencies and/or transaction fees. The consensus model should work even within 

the presence of probably malicious users since permissionless users would possibly ar-

range to disrupt or take over the blockchain to achieve fees. Note that legal actions can be 

applied to authorized blockchain networks if a user acts maliciously. Consensus methods 

are aimed to propose a solution to the Byzantine Generals Problem. The Byzantine Gen-

erals Problem, first described in Lamport et al. [9], is associated with a communication 

failure.  

3. RELATED WORK 

Despite different researches that have been done in blockchain security since the 

emergence of the first real blockchain application in 2009, the issue has not been sys-
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tematically addressed in a widespread sense. A systematic mapping study (SMS) is a re-

search methodology developed to identify, evaluate, and interpret all relevant information 

on a topic in order to answer specific research questions. This paper addresses a SMS 

following a widely used and validated methodology proposed by Brereton et al. [10]. It 

allows us to obtain an auditable procedure and a strict selection of primary studies that 

support stronger conclusions to address security in blockchain systems by identifying 

existing vulnerabilities and attacks in these systems and possible security solutions that 

can be implemented.  

Security issues and vulnerabilities of blockchain have been addressed in studies as K. 

Jonathan points out [11]. This study highlights the problem of security in blockchain if a 

blockchain with crucial data is to be implemented and highlights that much emphasis 

would need to be placed on this area at present. A. Averin et al. [12] analyzed the security 

vulnerabilities of blockchain to identify future possible vulnerabilities. These vulnerabi-

lities are also tackled by Shrivas et al. [13] who identified different types of blockchain 

threats and categorized them based on blockchain Platform Components. 

X. Li et al. [14] realized a survey focusing on the security risks to popular blockchain 

systems, real attacks on popular blockchain systems, and present the practical academic 

achievements for enhancing security of blockchain.  

Huynh et al. [15] also outlined some security attacks from blockchain overlapping 

mostly with those identified by Anita et al. [16]. Both studies highlight a challenge that 

needs to be addressed as soon as possible by stressing that the security framework faces 

current research in the field of security systems that needs a dynamic and adaptable security 

framework. 

A classification of the consensus algorithms and a comprehensive comparison of 

studied consensus algorithms were discussed in Alsunaidi et al. [17]. This study highlights 

that blockchain technology today is in its infancy; the future of the platform looks pro-

mising and requires but close attention from developers and the scientific community. 

X. Zheng et al. [18] investigated the state-of-the-art progress of blockchain and also 

make experiments on Ethereum and survey other popular blockchain platforms on the 

scalability feature of blockchain. Moreover, [19] focuses on Ethereum smart contracts 

rather than popular blockchain systems. Viewed from a security programming perspective, 

his work discussed the security vulnerabilities of Ethereum's intelligent contracts and 

delivers a taxonomy of common programming pitfalls that can potentially lead to exploits.  

The smart contract issue has been the subject of interest, with recent studies [20] linking 

the applications of blockchain and smart contracts, their main problems, and the corres-

ponding solutions 

H. Chen et al. [21] provide a systematic study on the security of Ethereum systems, 

analyzing vulnerabilities, attacks and defenses, as well as relationships in the Ethereum 

platform and the environment in which Ethereum operates. As a result, they list 40 types 

of Ethereum vulnerabilities in Ethereum architecture layers and systematize their root 

causes. 

J. Cheng et al. [22] summarizes basic security properties of blockchain and from the 

view of the blockchain’s architecture. They describe security threats and attacks of block-

chain, including weak anonymity, vulnerability of P2P network, consensus mechanism, 

incentive mechanism and smart contract. Although a detailed description is provided, this 

is not a systematic review of the literature. No proposals or solutions are offered in 

response to the attacks and threats presented. 

https://scholar.google.es/citations?user=xQ4obpgAAAAJ&hl=es&oi=sra
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This study aims not only to systematically address existing solutions to improve 

security in blockchain but also to make a proposal for improvement in this area from the 

knowledge obtained through this review. 

4. SYSTEMATIC MAPPING STUDY OUTLINE 

Systematic mapping studies (SMS) outlines a research area through classification and 

enumeration of entries in relation to the categories in that classification [23]. Conducting 

a SMS allows to increase the reliability and the confidence in the obtained results. SMS 

consist of three activities: planning, execution, and reporting [24]. Every one of them is 

divided into different steps.  

The aim of this SMS is to obtain evidence (empirical and non-empirical) on existing 

proposals to increase security in blockchain technology for this purpose, the subsequent 

research question was proposed: 

“What are the main security problems on blockchain?” 

Since this question is too wide, we divided it into four research questions in Table 1. 

Table 1. Research questions. 

Research questions Main motivation 

RQ1. Which are the main kinds of attacks 
performed on blockchain? 

Identify those attacks to which blockchain are 
vulnerable, resulting in a loss of confidentiality, 

integrity, and data availability. 

RQ2. What security vulnerabilities have 
been identified by researchers on 

blockchain? 

Identify weaknesses in the blockchain 
environment that have been identified by 

researchers, as well as the methods used to 
mitigate these vulnerabilities. 

RQ3. What mechanisms of blockchain 
design or building exist to enhance its 

security? 

Identify the methods of designing or building 
blockchains that exist to enhance their security. 

RQ4. At what point of maturity is the 
security research blockchain and how has 

the interest evolved over time? 

Determine the interest in blockchains by 
academia and industry as well as whether or no 

research has been empirically validated. 

4.1 Search Strategy 

The search strategy was defined using Kitchenham et al. guidelines [24]. It includes 

the creation of search string, the definition of search sources and search period. The search 

string was formed applying Brereton steps [10]: (i) Obtain key terms from the questions; 

(ii) Identify different spellings, synonyms and connected terms for main term; (iii) Utilize 

the Boolean OR to include different spellings, synonyms and associated terms; and (iv) 

Use the Boolean AND to relate the main terms.  

Consequently, we broke down the research question into separate elements regarding 

technology, type of study, and answer measures to obtain the key search terms. In second 

place, the obtained keywords from the primary studies were assessed with respect to other 

main terms. Following this, we identified the synonyms of the main terms. Lastly, we con-
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structed the search string utilizing the Boolean “AND” in order to connect the main terms 

and “OR” in order to incorporate all synonyms. Through this process, both the main search 

terms and the alternative terms (spelling, synonyms and terms related to the main terms) 

have been defined as presented in Table 2. 

Table 2. Terms in the search string. 
Main Terms Additional Terms 

Security (“Secur*” OR “privac*” OR “integri*” OR “availab*”) 

blockchain (“blockchain” OR “DTL*” OR “bitcoin” OR “Ethereum”) 

The resulted search string is the following: 

(“Secur*” OR “privac*” OR “integri*” OR “confidential*” OR “availabl*”) 

AND (“blockchain” OR “DTL*” OR “Bitcoin” OR “Ethereum”) 

Research was conducted in digital libraries with a wide variety of computer journals. 

In particular, the search was performed on Scopus database, IEEE Digital Library and 

ACM Digital Library. To guarantee the accuracy of the articles to be studied, only journal 

articles, workshop documents and conference documents were examined. A summary of 

the defined search strategy is shown in Table 3. 

Table 3. Search strategy. 
Databases Scopus, IEEE Digital Library and ACM Digital Library 

Target items Journal papers, Conference and Workshop papers 

Search applied to Title, Abstract and Keywords 

Language Papers written in English. 

Publication period From 2009 as the milestone of bitcoin appearance until October 2021  

4.2 Selection Criteria and Procedure 

The purpose of this SMS was to bring to light all the works that introduce any research 

regarding the security of blockchain, which have been written in English and published 

until October 2021. The arrival of bitcoin has been established as a relevant event owing 

to the relevance of this milestone in the use of blockchain technology. Therefore, publica-

tions since 2009 have been included as part of our scope. Papers were omitted based on 

the criteria shown in Table 4.  
 

Table 4. Inclusion/exclusion criteria. 

Inclusion criteria 
Journals, conferences, and workshop papers. 

English language documents. 
Published papers up to October 2021 (incl.). 

Exclusion criteria 

Papers not aiming at blockchain/DTLs security. 
Papers aiming at blockchain/DTLs applications. 

Duplicate papers. 
Papers in which blockchain/DTLs security is referred to only as a 

introductory term. 

Search applied to Title, Abstract and Keywords 

Language English 

Publication period From 2009 as the milestone of bitcoin appearance until October 2021  
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Two stages of the study selection process were carried out from the final string. In the 

first step, the selection of studies was made by reviewing the title, abstract, and keywords 

of the studies; only papers addressing the security of blockchains were accepted. In the 

second stage, from the set of studies selected in the first stage, we examine the full texts of 

these studies and then applied the inclusion and exclusion criteria. 

4.3 Data Extraction and Synthesis Procedure 

Data extraction implies reviewing primarily studies looking for useful information 

According to Kitchenham et al. [24] the data extraction implies that results must be con-

trasted and conflicts must be resolved.  

Furthermore, the synthesis of data implies checking and synthesizing the results of 

the primary studies [10]. Synthesis is often descriptive but it’s generally potential to en-

hance a descriptive synthesis with a quantitative outline. 

In the first half, overall “demographic” data like title, authors, and establishment were 

included. The second half included the dimensional classification related to the research 

questions outlined above.  

4.4 Extraction and Data Synthesis Procedure 

Five dimensions were used to classify the investigation, based on the research ques-

tions. This classification scheme was established earlier for data extraction. The potential 

categories were selected considering the results found during the review. Table 5 shows 

the resultant classification.  

Table 5. Summary of the classification scheme. 

Dimensions Categories 

Attacks 

51% attack, balanced attack, block discarding attack, cache attacks, collapse 
of the decentralized, DAO attack, DDoS attack, death spiral, double spen-
ding attack, eclipse attack, fork-after-withholding (FAW) , hijacking attack, 
liveness attack, long-range attack, malicious contracts, malleability attack, 
mining malware, p+ epsilon attack, partitioning attack, phishing, private key 
threats, pseudonymity, ransomware, reentrancy attack, selfish mining att-
ack, spam attack, sybil attack, tampering, the balance attack, time jacking 
attacks and wallets injection. 

Weaknesses 
Poor architecture design, poor network design, poor cryptography, poor 
access management, smart contracts and consensus. 

Security 
reinforcement 

methods 

Architecture proposed solution, consensus proposed solution, cryptography 
proposed solution and network proposed solution. 

Research 
method 

Proposal, evaluation, validation, philosophical, opinion or personal exper-
ience [25]. 

Time evolution Year of the publication. 

Dimensions Categories 

5. RESULTS AND DATA SYNTHESIS 

In this section, the answers to each of the questions formulated in Section 2 are pre-

sented and discussed.  
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5.1 RQ1: Which are the main kinds of attacks performed on blockchain? 

Although blockchain were initially presented as a secure and reliable method, re-

current attacks in both industries and cryptocurrencies reveal security breaches. This 

question exposes multiple attacks scenarios that have been performance on blockchains 

and are therefore of concern to both academia and industry.  The SMS reveals that the 

most usual attacks are Double Spending Attack (12.38%) and 51% attacks (12.38%) nearly 

followed by DDoS attacks (9.52%).  

The results are explained taking into account that most of the blockchains’ security is 

based on the principle that no entity should have more than 50% of the processing power 

since such entity can efficiently control the system while sustaining the longest chain [26]. 

private blockchain is created by this attack, which is totally independent from the real 

version of the chain. Later, the separated chain is presented to the network to be established 

as a real chain. As a result, a double-spending attack is possible [27].  

Distributed denial-of-service (DDoS) is used to stop resources being available to 

network members by inundating them with distributed end traffic. DDoS represents one of 

the commonest attacks in the blockchain network employed by attackers to prevent au-

thentic transactions from being executed. [28].  

The problem of double spending allows the same single digital system can be spent 

more than once, and this is possible because a digital token consists of a digital file that 

can be duplicated or forged [29]. The creator of Bitcoin was in tune with the problem of 

double spending, and included it in the seminal white paper that outlined the deployment 

of Bitcoin (2008) [1].  

Other common attacks not only associated with blockchain technology are also ex-

ploited. Attacks mentioned previously and the appearances of these attacks in each of the 

selected primary studies is shown in the table below. 

 

Table 6. Distribution of papers per attack referred. 

RQ1 Reference 

51% Attack [30] [31] [32] [14] [33] [27] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41]  

Balance attack [14] [36] 

Block Discarding Attack [42] [43] 

Cache Attacks  [44] 

Collapse of the decentralized [30] 

DAO attack [30] [14] 

DDoS attack [4] [45] [46] [28] [47] [27] [36] [38] [35] [48] [49] [41] 

Death Spiral [33] 

Double spending attack [50] [4] [32] [42] [26] [27] [34] [35] [38] [51] [39] [52] [41] 

Eclipse Attack [42] [14] [34] [38] [41] 

Fork-After-Withholding [53] [35] 

Hijacking attack [14] [27] 

Liveness attack [14] [36] 

Long-Range Attack [27] 

Malicious contracts [4] [54] [45] [55] [26] [56] [36] 

Malleability attack [34] [35] 

Mining malware [4] [31] 
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RQ1 Reference 

P+ Epsilon Attack [27] 

Partitioning attack [34] 

Phishing [30] [40] [40] 

Private Key Threats [14] [34] 

Pseudonymity [14] 

Ransomware [30] 

Re-entrancy Attack [36] [40] [40] 

Selfish Mining Attack [42] [14] [33] [26] [57] [53] [36] [38] [41] [58] 

Spam attack [50] [45] [59] [60]  

Sybil Attack [27] [34] [38] 

Tampering [34] 

The Balance Attack [27] 

Time jacking attacks [4] [45] [36] 

Wallets injection [31] [35] [38] 

5.2 RQ2: What security vulnerabilities have been identified by researchers on 

blockchain? 

The different attacks performed over on blockchains, reveals the high number of 

vulnerabilities related to this kind of technology. The objective of this question is to iden-

tify which vulnerabilities are of most concern to researchers, either because of the critica-

lity of this vulnerability or because of the impact it can have if exploited by attackers. 

The different weaknesses identified have been classified according to the element of 

the blockchain that is vulnerable: Poor architecture design, poor network design, poor 

cryptography, poor access management, smart contracts, or consensus. The results ob-

tained stood out a serious concern about poor network design on blockchains. More than 

half of the primary studies that address the vulnerabilities of blockchains, are mainly 

concerned about the attacks related with network issues lack and the security gap that this 

fact represents. Fig. 2 shows the most relevant blockchain vulnerabilities identified through 

this SMS the number of primary studies that deal with this issue.  

 

 
Fig. 2. Most relevant blockchain vulnerabilities. 

 

The blockchain network security issues is the hottest research topics in the area of 

network security [35]. Among the different attacks, most relevant attacks are related with 

network security in blockchain.   
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Most concerns are not only present in blockchain instead they are generic problems 

that we can find in other distributed systems. One example is distributed denial of service 

(DDoS) attacks, which constitute one of the most common bandwidth consumption attacks 

[35]. An eclipse attack is the second most common attack on a Bitcoin system (peer-to-

peer network), occurring in a scenario called network division [61]. On a P2P system, a 

shared application environment that splits workloads or tasks between peers, with no stable 

hosts and no peers, communicates through gossip protocols [62]. In an eclipse attack, a 

single node appears to be inaccessible to other nodes on the network, meaning that it could 

be exploited by an attacker. The distribution of each of the vulnerabilities mentioned 

previously and the appearances of each of it in the selected primary studies is shown in 

Table 7. 
 

Table 7. Distribution of papers per attack and weaknesses. 

RQ2 Reference 

Poor network design 
[28] [63] [35] [14] [59] [64] [65] [60] [66] [45] [4] [46] [26] [50] 

[33] [47] [42] [53] [54] [39] [40] [17] [48] [67] [52] [68] [69]  

Poor cryptography [35] [65] [45] [32] [42] [70] 

Consensus [71] [14] [55] [26] [54] [72] [73] [43] [58] 

Poor architecture design [35] [14] [27] [74] [75] 

Smart contracts [35] [14] [56] [76] 

Poor access management [35] [77] 

 

Moreover, the different attacks have been classified according to the element of the 

blockchain that is vulnerable. As a result, Table 8 has been obtained. This table allows us 

to observe at which point in the architecture of a blockchain system solutions must be 

offered to prevent a given attack on a blockchain system. For each attack, vulnerable 

elements have been marked with a check () mark. 

 

Table 8. Distribution of papers per attack referred. 

 

Poor 

network 

design 

Poor 
cryptography 

Consensus 

Poor 

architecture 

design 

Smart 
contracts 

Poor access 
management 

51% Attack      

Balance attack      

Block Discarding Attack      

Cache Attacks       

Collapse of the decentralized      

DAO attack      

DDoS attack      

Death Spiral      

Double spending attack      

Eclipse Attack      

Fork-After-Withholding      

Hijacking attack      

Liveness attack      

Long-Range Attack      

Malicious contracts      

Malleability attack      

Mining malware      

P + Epsilon Attack      
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Poor 

network 
design 

Poor 

cryptography 
Consensus 

Poor 

architecture 
design 

Smart 

contracts 

Poor access 

management 

Partitioning attack      

Phishing      

Private Key Threats      

Pseudonymity      

Ransomware      

Re-entrance Attack      

Selfish Mining Attack      

Spam attack      

Sybil Attack      

Tampering      

The Balance Attack      

Time jacking attacks      

Wallets injection      

5.3 RQ3: What mechanisms of blockchain design or building exist to enhance its se-

curity? 

Since the moment, the security breaches in the blockchains are revealed, there is a 

growing concern to provide solutions for these vulnerabilities. Through the primary studies 

included in this SMS there are a great multitude of proposals that seek to mitigate the 

vulnerabilities of the blockchain. The amount of different proposals reveal that it is an 

aspect still in an immature state since different proposals and solutions are offered but 

these proposals are not coincident between the various studies. In addition, none of the 

proposed solutions have been validated with real cases of use.  

Solutions have been classified following the general risk classification on private 

blockchain implementation proposed by Hasanova et al. [35]. We also include solutions 

to public blockchain implementations in our classification as Fig. 3 shows. The criteria 

considered to classify each of the proposals identified in this SMS are the following: 

 

 
Fig. 3. Methods proposed to enhance blockchain security. 

 

• Network proposed solution: It includes those solutions that imply a change at network 

level. As an example, solutions as broadcasting of messages by group or SDN controller 

have been included in this category. 

• Architecture proposed solution: This category includes those solutions that imply a 

change in the design of the current architecture. As an example, solutions as implement-

ting security switches have been included in this category. 

• Consensus proposed solution: It includes all the solutions that involve changes in order 

to reach a consensus on a new block. As an example, a extends of the Markow Decision 
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Process (MDP) have been included in this category. 

• Cryptography proposed solution: It includes all those solutions that propose improve-

ments at the cryptographic level to implement the security of the blockchains. As an 

example, a proposal of composite signatures has been included in this category. 

 

The distribution of each of the proposed methods to improve the security on block-

chains and the appearances of each of it in the selected primary studies is shown in the 

table below. 

 

Table 9. Distribution of papers per methods to enhance security. 

RQ3 Reference 

Architecture proposed solution [28] [59] [64] [46] [40]  

Consensus proposed solution [55] [26] [54] [78] [48] [43] [78] [43] 

Cryptography proposed solution [70] [32] 

Network proposed solution 
[71] [38] [35] [14] [30] [37] [27] [65] [36] [44] [45] [56] 

[4] [34] [33] [31] [42] [54] [39] [49]  

 

5.4 RQ4. At what point of maturity is the security research blockchain and how has 

the interest evolved over time? 

This question was answered by using the classification of research approaches 

proposed by Wieringa et al. [25] as recommended in Petersen et al. [23]. The scheme pre-

sents the classification of non-empirical research, which contains the categories of propo-

sal papers, evaluation papers, validation papers, philosophical papers, opinion papers and 

personal experience papers.  

The results, shown in Fig. 4, showed that proposal (48.84%) stood out as the dominant 

research method. The second most common research method used was opinion (18.6%); 

and finally, in last place was evaluation and philosophical (14%). These data reveal a state 

of immaturity in the topic addressed and strengthen the importance of an in-depth study of 

the subject, as they have mainly been addressed theoretically but have not yet established 

a reliable model to test in the industry. 

 

Fig. 4. Classification scheme results. 

 

Moreover, it can be observed an exponential increase in the number of publications 

addressing this subject. Note that during 2020 due to the pandemic situation, the rate of 

publications has slowed down. This fact fits with the growing boom of applications that 
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have emerged based on the blockchain as well as the growing interest of society in crypto-

urrencies as it is shown in Fig. 5. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Number of publications per year. 

 

5.5 Discussion 

In this paper, data collected for a systematic mapping study has allowed us to depict 

the current situation as regard security in blockchain technology. The increase of public-

ation over the las five years can be explained by the increase of applications of this tech-

nology but also because numerous attacks and security vulnerabilities were recently made 

public. 

Fig. 6 shows the combination of the most relevant attacks, the weaknesses that exploit 

these attacks and areas of the solutions proposed in the 56 final empirical studies. The 

objective of this section is to thoroughly analyze the empirical evidence on blockchain’s 

security found in this SMS, combining some research questions with additional informa-

ion extracted from the empirical studies. This figure shows that, of the 56 empirical studies 

analyzed: 

 

 
Fig. 6. Relation between investigation questions. 

 

• On 52 instances, poor network design was identified as an issue to be addressed by 

identifying attacks that were exploiting this vulnerability. 

• The studies that evade the weakness in the network design also identify other weak-

nesses closely related to the blockchain such as gaps in cryptography, the defects of the 

current consensus and smart contract algorithms, the inherent flaws of the actual block-

chain architecture and the problems of access and identity management when editing 

the blockchain. 

• At least 18 attacks have been identified as potential attacks by a blockchain in various 

studies. These attacks have already materialized and are of concern to the scientific 

community. 
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• More than 50% of the proposed solutions focus on network solutions to address attacks 

that exploit vulnerabilities in both network infrastructure and consensus and architecture. 

• The most frequently referenced attacks throughout this SMS are the blockchain attacks, 

except for those involving denial of service (DDoS). Therefore, the attacks that have 

created more awareness are those of the blockchain such as the 51% attacks, the double 

spending attacks or the selfish mining attacks. 
 

The results of this paper highlight blockchain’s lack of maturity. This lack of maturity 

is evidenced by the lack of validations or proposals in the industry. A high percentage of 

the studies reviewed make proposals (47.37%) or discuss the problems identified (14.04%) 

and the security gaps to be addressed. However, they do not present solutions that have 

been validated in a real environment. 

 

5.6 Security Model for Blockchain 

Once analyzed the main security problems of blockchain, as well as the solutions pro-

posed by the scientific community to control them, in this subsection we present a security 

model for blockchain. This model has the objective of relating the security concepts used 

and instantiating them according to the results of our SMS, improving its understanding. 

For the definition of this model, we have carried out an analysis of the functionalities and 

fundamental components of blockchain proposed by NIST [79]. In addition, we considered 

the main blockchain implementations spotlighting on Bitcoin [1], Ethereum [80], Hyper-

ledger [81], as are the most consolidated technologies. We have abstracted their main com-

ponents to create our architecture. A layered structure, which is common in modeling and 

designing blockchain systems, was employed along with security implementations, to 

represent the main functions and components of blockchain systems. The security model 

allows the implementation of a security solution through security patterns which provides 

implement a solution to recurring problems against a threat, or a set of threats, in a concise 

and reusable way [82]. Fig. 7 shows the proposed security model for blockchain. 

 

 
Fig. 7. Security model for blockchain.  
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As it can be seen, our proposal has two main parts: on one hand, the security concepts 

instantiated with the results of the SMS process and, on the other hand, a blockchain layer 

structure. In order to define our model, we have used security ontologies as basis. A secure-

ty ontology is a well-known mechanism used to provide connection between security con-

cepts. They provide useful knowledge that allows organization, communication and reusa-

bility of the represented concepts [83, 84] . Our proposal highlights the concepts of threat 

and vulnerability that damage and have each asset of the blockchain. Thus, the main types 

of threats and vulnerabilities that we have identified in our SMS process can be observed. 

These elements must be controlled and corrected through different security solutions, 

which must be implemented in the different components of the blockchain system. In 

addition, these security solutions must be defined by means of security requirements which 

must be aligned with the security policies and regulations of the context where the block-

chain is implemented. 

To represent the blockchain system, we have used a layer-based structure, typical of 

this type of system. Our proposed layer structure is based on blockchain 2.0 most popular 

implementations such as Ethereum [80] and Hyperledger [85, 86], as well as blockchain 

1.0 implementation as Bitcoin since it can be considered as the booster of this technology 

[1]. In addition, during our SMS, we discovered that those are the most approached block-

chain implementations by the scientific community. Hence, all these proposals have in 

common the use of layers to represent and group the different elements and components 

typical of a blockchain system. Thus, our proposal defines a structure in layers and relates 

them to the main security mechanisms identified previously:  

 

• Application layer: The application layer contains functionalities for the end-user and 

applications built on blockchains; therefore, security threats are specific to certain types 

of applications. In addition, this layer includes the applications used to manage and 

control the blockchain. For that reason, the security mechanisms used to correct the 

vulnerabilities and control the threats are general purpose security solutions, such as 

access control or authentication methods.  

• Service layer: The service layer defines blockchain's own services, such as the manage-

ment of smart contracts and transactions or the interfaces to communicate with other exter-

nal systems. Thus, when securing this layer, security solutions related to the secure use of 

smart contracts or the encryption of data, both in transit and at rest, must be considered. 

• Platform layer: The entire infrastructure of the blockchain platform can be understood as 

a blockchain-as-a-Service (BaaS) that allows the creation and management by third parties 

of cloud-based networks for companies dedicated to building blockchain applications. 

This is beginning to be a growing trend and is one of the main reasons for separating the 

platform layer from the service layer. Hence, this layer represents the typical components 

of a blockchain system, such as the blocks or the consensus algorithms. For that reason, 

the security mechanisms that can be applied in this layer are related to the definition of 

the blockchain architecture, the decision and configuration of consensus algorithms, and 

the protection of the data stored in the blocks by means of cryptography solutions.   

• Network layer: The network layer is the base on which the blockchain is supported. 

Basically, blockchains are networks that are superimposed on other networks; therefore, 

blockchains inherit security and privacy issues from the underlying networks. Obvious-

ly, the security mechanisms to ensure this layer must be focused on secure the communi-

cation infrastructure of the blockchain.  
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Finally, this security model for blockchain allows a better understanding not only of 

the security concepts but also the typical structure of this kind of systems. This structure 

can be defined in greater depth by including the main elements of each layer. However, 

the main objective of this model is to serve as a guide when applying the knowledge ob-

tained after the realization of the SMS. 

 

5.7 Security Model Application 

 

In order to facilitate the understanding of our Security Model for Blockchain, we have 

developed an illustrative example which aims to show how our model can be applied to 

consider security in the blockchain design and implementation. In this section, we depict 

a Blockchain application that has the main objective of managing the books of a library. 

In addition, this illustrative example has a set of security aspects that must be considered. 

Table 10 shows a list of the different requirements that the application has to address.   

To conduct our example, a library DApp has been developed. We deployed an Ether-

eum [80] network using Ganache [87]. Moreover, to deploy smart contracts Truffle Suite 

[88] has been used. Finally, smart contracts have been built in Solidity [89]. 

 

Table 10. Requirements of security model application. 
ID Type of requirement Description 

BR-1 Business requirements Borrowed books must be traceable. 

BR-2 Business requirements A borrowed book should not be allowed to be lent. 

SR-1 Security requirements 
Adding new assets must be restricted to a set of accounts 
with explicit permission. 

SR-2 Security requirements 
A consensus between a minimum number of blocks must be 
required to authorize a transaction before it is added to the 
blockchain. 

SR-3 Security requirements High availability is required for the service 

 

To meet the defined business requirements, a smart contract has been set up to manage 

the books. Fig. 8 depicts the code that defines the smart contract. This smart contract 

interacts with the blockchain, generating a new block that reflects the transaction once it 

has been requested and loaned to the user. As a result, we obtain the DApp shown in Fig. 

9. 

pragma solidity ^0.5.0; 

contract Loan { 

    address[16] public users; 

    // lending book 

    function lend(uint userId) public           

returns (uint) { 

require(userId >= 0 && userId <= 15); 

        users[userId] = msg.sender; 

        return userId;} 

// Retrieving the users 

function getusers() public view returns  (address[16] 

memory) { 

return users;} 

} 

        Fig. 8. Smart contract library. 
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Based on the security requirements, a set of threats was identified. As described in 

the model, these threats should be controlled or corrected by means of some security so-

lutions. These security solutions are intended to correct possible existing vulnerabilities 

that could damage blockchain integrity. Table 11 shows a summary of the identified threats 

and the security solutions that are meant to control them. In addition, it is important to 

highlight that our model can be used not only to help in the definition of the security 

solutions, but also to identify the layer of the Blockchain application in which each security 

solution should be implemented.  

 

Blockchain Library 

 
Fig. 9. Library DApp. 

 

Based on the security requirements, a set of threats was identified. As described in 

the model, these threats should be controlled by means of some security solutions, which 

are also intended to correct the corresponding existing vulnerabilities that could damage 

the blockchain integrity. Table 11 shows a summary of the vulnerabilities and threats that 

the proposed security solutions are intended to control. Information on which layer the 

security solution should be applied has also been added. 

 

Table 11. Security solutions of security model application. 

ID Threat Security solution Implementation 

SR-1 
Books or assets are added by 
unauthorized users 

Embedded Permission 
Pattern [90] 

Service layer 

SR-2 
An immutable transaction is added to the 
chain without enough acknowledgements 
performing a FAW attack 

X-Confirmation 
Pattern [91] 

Platform layer 

SR-3 
DDoS attack causing high availability to 
be not possible 

Dynamic Transaction 
Limit Volume [49] 

Network layer 

 

The first threat to be covered describes the possibility of books or other assets being 

added by unauthorized users. This threat can be addressed by implementing the Embedded 

Permission Pattern [90] and access control techniques such as mandatory, role-based and 

attribute-based. To allow updating the list of authorized accounts after deploying the smart 

contract, additional functionality is added to enable this modification. In addition, a list of 

authorized addresses is added to make these modifications.   

The second risk to be covered describes the possibility of a transaction being altered 
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due to a longer malicious fork being created taking advantage of transactions being stored 

without sufficient acknowledgements by performing a FAW attack. This threat can be 

addressed by implementing the X-Confirmation Pattern. This solution is implicit in the 

selected technology as Ethereum assumes the confirmation of 10-12 blocks, which is 

between 2.5 and 3 minutes with an inter-block time of 15-17 seconds. This solution guaran-

tees the immutability of the transaction. It should be noted that in case it is decided to 

increase the number of confirmation blocks, the latency between the submission and con-

firmation of a transaction, once it is included in a blockchain, increases. 

Finally, the third threat to be covered describes the possibility of receiving a DDoS 

attack, preventing the high availability requirement. to limit the attackers’ chances of 

success, we use an age-based Mempool design, as proposed by Saad et al. [51]. Thus, the 

confirmation factor or “age” of a transaction to distinguish between benign and malicious 

transactions.  

Fig. 10 shows the implementation of the security model in the example of the creation 

of the library using blockchain technology. Those components of the model that have been 

implemented in this example have been highlighted. 

 

Fig. 10. Security model application.  

 

Different security solutions have been defined in order to address the security re-

quirements identified in the example. These solutions have been implemented at the 

service, platform, and network layers. The implementation of these solutions allows miti-

gating the existing threats in the system, specifically the FAW attack, DDoS attack and 

transaction immutability. The mitigation of these threats also allows us to correct known 

vulnerabilities in our blockchain system. 

The security model allows us to easily identify the security requirements that need to 

be addressed and incorporate them into the blockchain system from the design phase, 
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considering known threats and vulnerabilities in the blockchain system, such as, specific 

to the blockchain system to be developed. Likewise, the implementation of security 

solutions using security patterns allows us to implement a solution in a simple, effective, 

and reusable way. 

6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

We focus on the security issues on blockchain technologies through this study. We 

conduct a systematic mapping review on the relevant attacks on blockchains and the vul-

nerabilities that made those attacks possible. Existing proposals to mitigate the risk of such 

attacks have also been investigated in a rigorous and systematic way.  

Data gathered have allowed us to describe the present situation regarding published 

studies, thus revealing that the number of publications in this field increase every year.  

Considering that we cannot find recent publications − the increase comes from the last 8 

years − as well as the lack of validations in the industry, we can affirm that although 

blockchain technology has been consolidating, security is still in a rather immature state 

and there are some gaps to deal with. 

This SMS reveals that as blockchain have unique security features, they also have 

unique vulnerabilities making it particularly attractive to attackers because fraudulent tran-

sactions cannot be reversed as in the traditional financial system. It reinforces the need for 

this study and opens new future working lines. 

Based on the results obtained, we propose a first approach for a security model for 

blockchain that relates the concepts of security and the main threats, vulnerabilities and 

possible solutions according to the results. In addition, an application scenario of the model 

has been presented. Furthermore, this model includes a layer structure that has been 

defined to represent the main functionalities and components of a blockchain system. This 

structure is intended to be the basis for the definition of a security reference architecture 

that contributes to a better understanding of the blockchain systems and, at the same time, 

incorporates the security aspects, following the security-by-design paradigm. As future 

work we intend to develop a complete reference architecture and incorporate the ap-

plication of different security patterns to facilitate the implementation of security mechan-

isms. Furthermore, we intend to validate this proposal by means of a case study. 
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